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Abstract
Objectives: This paper compares theoretically the thermal variations in normal tissues, clean surgical wound and
contaminated surgical wound in peripheral tissues of human arm and leg during inflammatory phase of healing. Methods/
Statistical Analysis: One dimensional finite element model is developed using Bio-heat equation.Values of arterial blood
temperature, core body temperature and heat transfer coefficient have been revised. During inflammation blood perfusion
rate and metabolic heat generation rate are considered linearly dependent on temperature and spatial coordinate,
and exponentially dependent on time.The effect of vasodilation and effect of rate at which vascular changes occur, on
temperature profiles,is investigated by varying value of linear coefficient of temperature dependence and coefficient of
time variable respectively. Findings: A computer programme in MATLAB is developed to simulate the results. Skin surface
temperature in normal tissue are simulated and validated from published experimental data. Maximum blood perfusion
rate at maximum vasodilation calculated theoretically is validated with the published experimental data. Temperature
difference in contaminated wound and normal tissue are simulated and validated with the published experimental data.
Improvements/Applications: Normal skin temperature and thermal variations during vasodilation are modelled well by
revising the values of parameters mentioned above and considering temperature dependent parameters.This information
may be useful to biomedical scientists in development of treatment regimen for surgical wounds.

Keywords: Finite Element Technique ,Non-linear Partial Differential Equation,, Temperature Dependent Blood Perfusion
Rate, Temperature Dependent Metabolic Heat Generation Rate, Thermal Variations in Peripheral Tissues of Human Limb,
Vasodilation

Introduction

Healing is a systematic process, traditionally explained
in terms of four overlapping classic phases: hemostasis,
inflammation, proliferation, and maturation1-3. It occurs
at normal core body temperature and a body surface temperature lying in a particular range4. Any disturbance in
appropriate thermal environment may complicate the
*Author for correspondence

wound healing process or may lead to wound infection.
Perioperative hypothermia increases risk of surgical
wound infection by several mechanisms including cutaneous vasoconstriction and a decrease in the activity of
the immune system5. Thus the precise monitoring of spatial distribution of thermal histories in biological systems
that are produced during a treatment protocol is essential in many diagnostic and therapeutic applications6.
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Analysis of thermal variations in biological tissues has
become possible after the pioneer work done7,8. Since then
the problem of heat transfer in biological systems under
different physiological and environmental conditions
has been dealt with by either performing experimental
investigations or by developing and analysing theoretical
models6,9-16.It was observed by17 that peripheral temperatures of different segments in human body vary widely
in cold. They reported the maximum difference in skin
temperature (toe-forehead) to be 17oC during cold stress.
It is thus reflected that representation of peripheral temperature of different segments of human body in cold
environment through weighted mean skin temperature is
not at all justified and may mislead in medication protocols. Though skin temperature at different location in
human body at different environmental conditions are
available in the literature but temperature profile of skin
and subcutaneous tissue of human arm and leg separately
during inflammation at different blood perfusion rates
(post surgery) is hardly available.
Thus a need to develop a theoretical model to predict temperature profiles of peripheral tissues of human
limb post surgery is strongly felt. Further, the theoretical
estimate of the probable difference in temperature of normal skin and the temperature of wound bed undergoing
inflammation at different blood perfusion levels may also
be used as the baseline for differentiating healing wound
from non-healing wound. A few mathematical models
have been developed to study nodal temperature in surgical wound during healing process by incorporating time
dependent physiological parameters18-21. But it has not
been performed separately for skin and subcutaneous tissue of human arm and leg undergoing inflammation by
considering temperature dependent physiological parameters till date.
In this paper, an axisymmetric one dimensional finite
element model has been developed by using Pennes’ Bioheat equation7 to study the effect of persistent vasodilation
on skin and subcutaneous tissue temperature distribution
in clean and contaminated surgical wound3,22 of human
limb undergoing healing from hemostasis to inflammation.It has been done by incorporating temperature
dependent blood perfusion rate and metabolic heat generation rate. Metabolic heat generation rate has been
approximated as linearly dependent on temperature from
the Van’t Hoff Q10 effect with a sensitivity coefficient of
two23,24 and linearly on spatial coordinate in normal tissue20. In abnormal tissue, it is exponential function of
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time too. Blood perfusion rate is considered dependent
linearly on spatial coordinate in normal tissue20. In clean
and contaminated wound tissue blood perfusion rate is
considered to be dependent exponentially on time and
linearly on temperature20,16 as well. The analysis of thermal
variation in wounded peripheral tissue due to vascular
changes and the rate of occurrence of vascular changes
is studied by varying the linear coefficient of temperature
dependence of blood perfusion rate and the coefficient of
time variable in exponential function of time.The effect of
venous counter current heat exchange on arterial blood
temperature and core body temperature has been considered in this study. The muscle set point temperature in
the limb is used as the core temperature Tc for the peripheral tissues of the limb25. Convective and radiative heat
transfer coefficients and evaporative heat loss have been
improved. Mixed convective heat transfer coefficient has
been calculated by considering the effect of difference in
skin surface temperature and ambient temperature and
moderate air velocity24. Radiative heat transfer coefficient
hrad for limb has been taken from the work of26. Value of
evaporative heat loss is taken from17. Dermis and epidermis thickness has been revised to make the model more
realistic.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
2 deals with the biological background of the problem,
its mathematical and variational formulation. In section
3, finite element model has been developed to find the
solution to the variational form of the equation. Results
have been discussed and validated in section 4 followed
by conclusion in section 5.

2. Model Descriptions
Nomenclature
Symbols
c

Specific heat in cal/gm/ oC

E

Evaporative heat loss rate in Cal/cm2/min

h

Heat transfer coefficient in Cal/cm2/min/oC

K

Thermal conductivity in Cal/cm/min/oC

l

Regression coefficients

n

Normal to skin surface

R

Spatial coordinate originating from the centre
of the limb in cm

R1, R12

Spatial coordinate of skin core and skin
surface respectively in cm

r

Thickness of peripheral tissues in cm
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r

Local radial coordinate in cm

S

Metabolic heat generation rate in Cal/cm3/
min

T

Unknown temperature of tissue in oC

Ta , Tb,eff ,Tc

Atmospheric, effective arterial blood and core
temperature respectively in oC

T(e)

Temperature in eth element

T (e)

Nodal temperature matrix of eth element

To

Tissue temperature at thermo-neutrality state
in oC

t

Time in min

α0(1)

Unknown constants used to find linear
expression for ωo in dermis

γ, γab

Linear coefficient of temperature dependence
in normal and abnormal tissue

η0(1)

Unknown constants to determine time
function in blood perfusion rate in abnormal
tissue

ν0(1)

Unknown constants to determine time
function in metabolic heat generation rate in
abnormal tissue

ϕ(t)

Time factor in blood perfusion rate in
abnormal tissues

ρ

Density of tissue in gm/cm3

ψ(t)

Time factor in metabolic heat generation rate
in abnormal tissues

Ω(e)

Domain of the eth element

ω, ωo

Blood perfusion rate and baseline blood
perfusion rate in ml/cm3/min

Subscripts and superscript
a

Air

ab

Abnormal

atm

Atmospheric

b

Blood

bas

Baseline value

cnv

Convective

diff

Difference

e

eth element

eq

Equilibrium

frc

Forced

max

Maximum

mix

Mixed

nat

Natural

nor

Normal

rad

Radiative
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sk

Skin

sub, der, epi

Subcutaneous, dermis and epidermis

2.1 Biological Background
Peripheral tissue of human limb can be broadly divided
into three layers: epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous tissue. Epidermis contains neither any heat source nor any
blood vessels23. Dermis is the region where blood vessel
density gradually increases till the interface of dermis and
subcutaneous tissue and is almost same there. During
surgery a cut is made into the skin tissue which results
in vascular injury20. This wound is affected by temperature through its relationship with perfusion and the host
immune response5. Immediately after an incision, hemostasis is achieved by any one or a combination of several
mechanisms27: (1) vascular constriction, (2) formation of
platelet plug, (3) formation of blood clot and (4) eventual growth of fibrous tissue into the blood clot to close
the hole in the vessel permanently28,29. Vasoconstriction
results from (1) local myogenic spasm, (2) local autacoid
factors from the traumatized tissues and blood platelets,
and (3) nervous reflexes29. Both sensory afferent nerves
and autonomic nerves are in abundance in dermal and
subdermal region of limb and also innervate blood vessels. 45% of cutaneous afferent nerves are responsive to
mechanical and heat stimulation30. Vasoconstriction
via autonomic nervous system is achieved by increased
noradrenergic vasoconstrictor tone by releasing both norepinephrine and cotransmitters (including neuropeptide
Y)30-32. It can also be achieved from local myogenic contraction of blood vessels through the release of endothelin
from damaged endothelium29,33. It is activated by calcium
ions, and Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) is degraded to
Adenosine Diphosphate (ADP) to provide energy for
contraction29. In case of smaller vessels, the platelets are
responsible for much of the vasoconstriction by releasing a vasoconstrictor substance, thromboxane A229. This
instantaneously reduces the flow of blood from the ruptured vessel.
If the surgical wound is clean, no inflammation is
encountered22. In case of contaminated surgical wound,
a series of complex biochemical reactions take place
at molecular level and lead to redness, heat, swelling
and pain, marking the entry into inflammatory stage of
wound healing28,34,35. It is because the vascularised tissues experience increased perfusion as a consequence
of vasodilation6 during inflammation27,29,29,34,35. It could
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be achieved by the release of vasodilator substance (for
e.g. nitric oxide) by endothelial cells. The smooth muscles
which surround terminal arterioles relax which result in
increased blood flow into the connective tissue capillary
bed. Endothelial cells also increase leakiness and enhance
leukocyte adhesiveness and participate in immune
responses33. The relaxation of smooth muscles to achieve
vasodilation may also occur in response to lack of oxygen
in the local tissues due to increased metabolic activity after
initiation of healing process29,36,37. It may also occur due to
excess carbon dioxide, increased hydrogen ion concentration, formation of vasodilator substances (adenosine,
carbon dioxide, adenosine phosphate compounds, histamine, potassium ions, hydrogen ions, nitric oxide and
etc.) and their diffusion from the tissue in response to
oxygen deficiency. Formation of adenosine from ATP29 is
accompanied by release of heat energy38 and requirement
of ATP derived energy sources for endothelium dependent arterial relaxation is reported by39,40.
Above mentioned literature review suggests that
heat energy released from complex biochemical reactions occurring with the onset of wound healing process
results in vasodilation after a transient vasoconstriction.
This vasodilation in turn causes warmth, as blood carries
body heat from the body’s core to cooler peripheral tissues34,35.Hence effect of vasodilation is incorporated by
considering blood perfusion linearly dependent on temperature6,14,16.

2.2 Mathematical Formulation
For one dimensional axisymmetric transient state case,
Pennes’ bio heat equation for heat flow in tissues of
peripheral human limb in polar coordinates takes the
form:
 ∂ 2T 1 ∂T 
∂T
K 2 +
ρc
 + cb ρbω ( r , T , t ) (Tb ,eff − T ) + S ( r , T , t ) =
R ∂R 
∂t
 ∂R

(1)

Here K, cb,ρb,ρ, c, T, Tb,eff , and (R = R1+r, where R1 and
r are the spatial coordinate of core and the thickness of
the peripheral tissues respectively)are thermal conductivity, blood specific heat, blood density, tissue density, tissue
specific heat, unknown tissue temperature, effective arterial blood temperature (explained in section 2.2.3) and
spatial coordinate respectively.ω(r,T,t)is the blood perfusion rate (explained in section 2.2.1).S(r,T,t)is the basal
metabolic heat generation rate (Cal/min/cm3) (explained
in section 2.2.2).
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2.2.1 Blood Perfusion Rate
In thermally neutral state blood is perfused in tissue
at basal rate ωo. In non-neutral conditions or during
progression of healing, local blood perfusion rate may
depend on local temperature through internal physiological influences3. It is expressed as

ω=
(r , T , t ) ωo (r ) *(1 + γ abT ) * φ (t )

(2)

Here ωo(ml/cm3/min) is the baseline perfusion at
thermo-neutral state, γab is the linear coefficient of temperature dependence(6,14,16) and ϕ(t) is the temporal
component of blood perfusion rate19-21.
Normal tissues:In this study normal tissue do not
undergo any inflammation(vasodilation)i.e. γab = 0. Also,
it is assumed that ϕ(t) = 1. Since this study has been conducted for ambient temperature of 15oC, which is far
below the range of thermo-neutral state,basal blood perfusion rate in normal peripheral tissue is assumed to be
lower than that at thermo-neutral state.Due to the anatomy of blood vessels in the peripheral tissue, the value
of blood perfusion rate in subcutaneous tissue at 15oC
ambient temperature is assumed to be half of the baseline
perfusion in fat reported by24. In epidermis it is assumed
to be zero. In dermis blood perfusion rate is assumed to be
space dependent and is expressed by linear interpolation
between half of the reported value at dermis at thermoneutral stateωder by24 and the value at epidermis19,20.
1

i
(r ) =
ω
ω R −ω R 
∑ α R , α =
o, der
i
o   der 11 epi 7 
i=0


α =
ω − ω  R − R 
der 
1   epi
11 7 

(

)

( R11 − R7 )  ,
(3)

Abnormal Tissues: Due to loss of blood and tissues
during surgery and vasoconstriction in blood vessels, it is
assumed that at time t = 0 blood perfusion rate is negligible. After a few minutes, vasoconstriction is followed by
vasodilation to fulfil the requirements of wounded region.
The delay in re-assumption of perfusion rate is incorporated in the model by introducing a time factor ϕ(t)in the
expression for blood perfusion rate19,20. The effect of vasodilation on thermal variation is seen by increasing the
value of the parameter γab.In abnormal tissue, perfusion
rate is given by eq. 2. ωoin dermis is given by eq. (3) and
e
e −η t
φ (t=
φ (0)
= 0, φ (∞=
) (η + η e
)
,
) 1
(4)
o
1
The effect of the rate at which vascular change occurs
is studied by varying value of the parameter η.The effect
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of vasodilation is studied by varying the parameter γab6,
.

14,16

2.2.2 Metabolic Heat Generation Rate
Metabolic heat generation rate is given by

S (r , T , t ) = S (r ) * S (T ) *ψ (t )

(5)

Normal tissue: Here ψ(t) is unity for normal tissue.
S(T)within a tissue volume is considered to be the sum of
the basal metabolic rateSbas(Cal/min/cm3) and additional
heat gain due to changes in the local basal metabolism
during non thermo-neutral environmentδSbas24.
S (T
=
) sbas + δ sbas (T )

(6)

In24 observed that the changes in local basal metabolism is a function of local tissue temperature which
accounts for the dependence of biochemical reaction on
tissue temperature and is given by

=
δ sbas sbas  2(T −To )/10 − 1

(7)

Here To, the tissue temperature at thermo-neutral
state is the reference temperature. Using equation (7) in
equation (6), we get,

S (T ) = sbas  2(T −To )/10 

(8)

In this paper, an expression for S(T)has been derived
from linear approximation of equation (8). Sbas for subcutaneous has been taken from24. In epidermis Sbas is
assumed to be negligible. In dermis Sbas is linearly interpolated between the reported value at dermis by Fiala and
epidermal value through S(r).S(r) is one in subcutaneous
tissue, negligible in epidermis and linear function of r in
dermis. The set point Tofor subcutaneous, and dermis of
arm and leg is obtained from the work of25 for reclining
person exposed to steady state thermo-neutral conditions
of 30oC.Thus we get,

Si (T ) =
si ,1 + si ,2T ,

i=
sub, der

(9)

Abnormal tissue: Here ψ(t) is an exponential function of time20,21,
ψ (t=
) (ν oe +ν 1e e −ν t )

,

ψ (0)= 1/ 20, ψ (∞=
) 1

(10)

and S(T) and S(r) are the same as in case of normal
tissue.
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2.2.3 Arterial Blood Temperature and Core Body
Temperature
It is assumed here that during the passage of arterial
blood from central blood pool till the muscle of the limb,
the venous counter-current heat exchange between pairs
of adjacent arteries and veins23,24 on arterial blood supply has already occurred and the effective arterial blood
temperatureTb,eff is same as the muscle set point temperature for limb25.Also muscle set point temperature in the
limb acts as the core temperature Tcfor the peripheral tissues of the limb.
T (R
=
Tc
1, t)

t≥0

∀

(11)

2.2.4 Heat Exchange with the Environment
The outer surface of skin is exposed to the atmosphere
and heat is lost from this surface through convection,
radiation and evaporation17,24,25 through the skin. This
boundary condition is formulated as
−K

∂T
∂n

= hcmb (T − Tatm ) + E

∀ t >0

(12)

at surface

Here Tatm, ∂T ∂n and E are atmospheric temperature, partial derivative of unknown tissue temperature
along the normal direction to the skin surface and E is
the evaporative heat loss (Cal/cm2/min). hcmb is combined
heat transfer coefficient given by23

hcmb
= hrad + hcnv

(13)

where hrad and hcnv are radiative and convective heat
transfer coefficients respectively. Convective heat transfer
coefficient hcnv has been calculated for moderate air velocity from the equation given by24

=
hcnv

lnat Tsur − Ta + l frc * va + lmix

(14)

where lnat, lfrc, lmix, are the regression coefficients for
natural, forced, mixed air for limb obtained by regression
analysis done by23,24,41-43. va is the air velocity and Tsur is
the limb surface temperature.The values of the required
parameters used are given in table 1. Value of radiative
heat transfer coefficienthradfor limb has been taken from
the work of26 26.Value of E has been taken from the work
of Werner and Reents17.
It is assumed that the outer surface of the human limb is
insulated initially and is at core body temperature Tc at time
t=0. Hence the initial condition for the tissue is given by
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T (R
=
, 0) Tc ,

∀R

(15)

2.3 Variational Formulation
The variational formulation of equation. (1) is given by

{

=
I 1/ 2 ∫ K ( ∂T ∂r ) + (m1 + m2Tb ,eff ) (T − Tb ,eff
Ω

2

)

2

)}

(

− (2 S1T + S 2T 2 ) + ρ c ∂ (T 2 ) ∂t *

( R1 + r ) dr + 1/ 3∫ m2 (T − Tb,eff )3 ( R1 + r ) dr + ( ( R1 + r ) / 2 ) {hcmb (T − Ta )
Ω

2

}

+ 2 ET 
(16)
 r = rsur

=
ρbωoφ (t ), m2 cb ρbωoγφ (t ) ,
where m1 cb=
S1 = S (r ) s1 ψ (t ) , S2 = S (r ) s2 ψ (t )

R= R1 + r , 0 ≤ r ≤ R12 − R1
and Ω is the complete domain under consideration.

3. Use of Finite Element Method
3.1 Discretisation of Domain
The region under consideration is discretised into eleven
elements and twelve nodes are shown in Figure 1a and
1b). Length of each of five subcutaneous elements is 0.1
cm and that of five dermal and one epidermal element
each is 0.025cm. The discretised form of eq. (16) is given
by
=
I ( e ) 1/ 2

(

∫ {K ( ∂T
(e)

Ω( e )

(

+ ρ c ∂ T (e)

)

2

(e)

∂r

2

(

+ (m1( e ) + m2( e )Tb ,eff ) T ( e ) − Tb ,eff

)}

∂t * ( R1 + r ) dr + 1/ 3

){ (

(

)

+λ ( e )  ( R1 + rj ) / 2 hcmb T ( e ) − Ta


∫

Ω( e )

)

2

)

2

− (2 S1( e )T ( e ) + S 2( e )T ( e )2 )

m2( e ) (T ( e ) − Tb ,eff )3 ( R1 + r ) dr

}

+ 2 ET ( e ) 
 r = r
j

(17)

Here r is the local radial coordinate and Ω( e ) is the
domain of eth element
 1,
0,

λ (e) = 

for e = 11
other elements

(18)

Using linear shape function in (eq. 17), integral I ( e )
is evaluated for each element, differentiated with respect
to each nodal temperature of the element and minimised.
The corresponding global matrix equation is assembled to
obtain a non-linear system of ordinary differential equations (NLSODE). Crank Nicolson Technique is applied
along with initial condition (eqn. 15) to reduce NLSODE
to non linear system of algebraic equations which is then
solved by Newton Raphson Method to obtain the tissue temperature at each node for progressive time. A
computer program has been developed in MATLAB to
simulate the results.

4. Numerical Results, Validation
and Discussion

Figure 1 a.Annular shaped domain of peripheral tissues
b. Discretised domain for analogous axisymmetric one
dimensional problem with 11elements and 12 nodes

6
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The values of physical and physiological parameters taken
to obtain the values of hcmb are given in Table 117,24,26:
The values of physical and physiological parameters
considered to obtain the numerical results are given in
Table 2a and 2b17,24,25:
In this paper finite element model is developed by
considering temperature dependent (along with spatial
coordinate and time) blood perfusion rate and metabolic
heat generation rate to incorporate the effect of transient
vasoconstriction followed by persistent vasodilation on
temperature profiles of peripheral wounded tissues of
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wound and contaminated surgical wound of arm and leg
has been theoretically done with the normal tissue at different values of the parameters γab,η and ν. Skin surface
temperature versus time graph has been shown in Figure
2a and 2b. Mean skin and subcutaneous temperature ±
SD versus time has been plotted in Figure 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b,
5a, 5b, 6a and 6b. Tissue temperature along the transverse
axis i.e. radial distance from core is plotted in Figure 7a
and 7b. In Figure 2 to 7 normal and clean wound tissue
(γab = 0) temperature has been shown by black and blue
colour respectively. Temperature of contaminated wound
tissue (γab> 0) is shown by other colours. Mean skin blood
perfusion rate with SD for arm and leg at different γab has
been shown in Figure 8a and 8b. Mean skin temperature
difference of abnormal skin from its normal counterpart
with SD for arm and leg at different γab has been shown in
Figure 9a and 9b.
It is assumed that the peripheral tissues are insulated initially and are at core body temperature. At time
t = 0, the condition of insulation is removed and body is
exposed to the ambient temperature of 15oC which acts
as mild cold exposure. It leads to thermo-genesis44 and
induces vasoconstriction30 through combined neural and
local mechanisms31. Both, thermo-genesis and reduction
in skin blood flow due to vasoconstriction significantly
affect skin temperature3,30,31,44. The effect of thermogenesis
on skin temperature in both: normal and abnormal tissue
is modelled through temperature dependent metabolic
heat generation rate. The effect of vasoconstriction due to
cold exposure at an ambient temperature of 15oC on temperature profiles is incorporated by assuming basal blood
perfusion rate to be half of its value at thermo-neutral
state and γab = 0.
Normal tissue- Surface temperature of normal arm
and leg tissue, fall steeply from the corresponding core
temperature for initial 10-15 minutes and finally stabilises at 25.16oC and 28.08oC respectively Figure 2(a-b).
Steady state surface temperature can also be seen from
Figure 7(a-b). Mean skin temperature of normal arm and
leg tissue falls to 25.53oC is shown in Figure 3(a), 5(a))and
28.38oC in Figure 4(a), 6(a) respectively. Normal mean
subcutaneous tissue temperature of arm and leg falls to

Figure 2. Skin surface (nodal) temperature T versus time t
graph for different values of γab at Ta = 15oC at η = ν = 0.01
(solid line) and 0.05 (dotted dashed line) in (a) arm and (b)
leg.

limbundergoing transition from hemostasis to inflammation during healing. Comparison of temperature
profiles of two types of wounded tissues: clean surgical

Table 1. Values of required parameters for calculating the value of combined convective
and radiative heat transfer coefficient
Segment

lnat

lfrc

lmix

va (cm/min)

Tsur (oC)

hrad (Cal/cm2/min/oC)

Arm

8.3

216

-10.8

12000

25

0.0075

Leg

5.3

220

-11

3900

28

0.0077
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surface. Skin surface temperature obtained in the present study, though significantly different from the results
obtained previously20,21, matches well with the experimental results of17. The differences in temperature profiles of
normal tissue from the previous study performed are due
to the modifications done in the present study (mentioned
in section 2.2) over the previous study.Mean normal skin
temperature of armand leg is validated from17 using t-test
at 1% level of significance (p >0.01, confidence interval
(25.09, 25.97)) and at 5% level of significance (p= 0.8256,
confidence interval (28.15, 28.61)).

Figure 3. Mean arm (a) skin and (b) subcutaneous tissue
temperature ± SD versus time t graph at η = ν = 0.01, in
normal (black solid line) and abnormal tissue (coloured
solid line) at different values of γab. (±SD has been shown
with dashed line)

30.07oC in Figure 3(b), 5(b) and 32.04oC in Figure 4(b),
6(b) respectively. It is explained on the basis of heat loss
through conduction for inner tissues and through convection and radiation for surface tissues. As soon as skin
surface (initially at 34.12oC for arm and 35.30 oC for leg)
comes in contact with the atmosphere which is at lower
temperature (Tatm =15oC), more heat is lost from the
surface tissues due to high temperature gradient at skin
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Figure 4. Mean leg (a) skin and (b) subcutaneous tissue
temperature ± SD versus time t graph at η = ν = 0.01, in
normal (black solid line) and abnormal tissue (coloured
solid line) at different values of γab. (±SD has been shown
with dashed line)
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Figure 5. Mean arm (a) skin and (b) subcutaneous tissue
temperature ± SD versus time t graph at η = ν = 0.05, in
normal (black solid line) and abnormal tissue (coloured
solid line) at different values of γab. (±SD has been shown
with dashed line)

Clean Surgical Wound:- It is observed that for η =
0.01, mean skin and subcutaneous tissue temperature of
clean surgical wound (γab = 0, blue solid line)fall further
by approx. 0.4oC and 0.2oC respectively in arm is shown
in Figure 3(a,b)) and leg Figure 4(a,b) .This is due to the
combined effect of vasoconstriction (at 15oC of ambient

Vol 10 (12) | March 2017 | www.indjst.org

temperature) and hemostasis to stop loss of blood due to
surgery (as explained in section 2.1).It is assumed that
initially at t = 0, abnormal tissue have negligible blood
perfusion rate which gradually increase with time to
attain the normal value. It is modelled by incorporating
an increasing function of time ϕ(t) in the expression of
blood perfusion rate. Also the effect of the rate at which
transient vasoconstriction take place is analysed by comparing the results of η = 0.01 with η = 0.05. For η = 0.05,
same behaviour of additional decrease in mean temperature of arm and leg skin and subcutaneous tissue is
observed in Figure4-5(a,b)). But the magnitude of additional decrease is less (almost half) for η = 0.05.Increase
in the rate of re-assumption of normal blood perfusion
rate reduces additional fall in mean temperature to almost
half.
Also the time taken by clean surgical wound to
resume normal temperature is reduced significantly
when η is increased from 0.01 to 0.05.Temperature profile of clean surgical wound (γab = 0, blue solid line) show
that initially they undergo fast decreasefor approximately
20-25 min and then reach steady state value in 180 min
approximately for η = 0.01in Figure 3-4(a,b) and in 40
min approximately for η = 0.05 Figure 5-6(a,b), whereas
normal tissue attain steady state temperature distribution within 30-35 minutes.More time is required by clean
surgical wound in comparison to normal tissue to reach
normal temperature.This is because even after full activation of acute mechanisms of vasoconstriction, blood flow
is gradually adjusted to original or higher value according
to the metabolic need of the tissue29.Its purpose is to bring
cells and molecules of necessary nutrients to the site of tissue damage29,34.A significant decrease in the time required
to resume normal temperature, when η is increased from
0.01 to 0.05, is due to the faster rate at which vascular
changes take place. But the resumed temperature value
at thermal equilibrium is same for both values of η. For
example it is 25.53oC, 28.38oC for arm skin is shown in
Figure 3(a), 5(a))and leg skinFigure 4(a), 6(a) respectively. The effect of increase in η value, which markedly
reduces both: additional fall in tissue temperature and
time required to attain normal temperature may be of
use to biomedical scientists.Time taken by clean surgical
wound for η = 0.05 to resume normal temperature can be
validated on the basis of the results of R Gannon that it
takes 40 minutes for a freshly cleansed wound to return
to normal temperature4.
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It should be noted that steady state mean skin temperature attained by the clean (γab = 0) surgical wound in
arm is shown in Figure 3(a)) and legFigure 4(a)is lower
than 33oC which may delay healing4. This situation can be
avoided by providing heat externally5.

Figure 6. Mean leg (a) skin and (b) subcutaneous tissue
temperature ± SD versus time t graph at η = ν = 0.05, in
normal (black solid line) and abnormal tissue (coloured
solid line) at different values of γab. (±SD has been shown
with dashed line)

Contaminated Surgical Wound:-Skin surface temperature of contaminated wound tissue (γab> 0) at different
10
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levels of vasodilation i.e. at different blood perfusion rates
has been shown in Figure 2a and 2b by coloured (except
black and blue) solid lines for η = 0.01and dotted dash
lines for η = 0.05. Mean arm skin and subcutaneous tissue temperature ± SD has been shown for η = 0.01, 0.05

Figure 7. Normal and abnormal tissue temperature versus
transverse distance (from core) in (a) arm and (b) leg for η =
ν = 0.01 in normal (black solid line; not visible as overlapped
by blue solid line) and abnormal tissue (coloured solid line)
at different values of γab. ‘ ͦ ‘ represent nodal temperature and
solid line represent third degree polynomial curve fitted
to nodal temperature data. Results for η = ν = 0.05 are not
shown as temperature profiles at thermal equilibrium are
same.
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in Figure 3a and 3b and 5a and 5b respectively.Mean leg
skin and subcutaneous tissue temperature ± SD has been
shown for η = 0.01, 0.05 in Figure 4a,4b and Figure 6a,6b
respectively. It can be seen Figure 3-6that for maximum
γab, the mean temperature does not exceed core body temperature as reported in clinical investigation by3.
Mean skin blood perfusion rate for arm and leg has
been calculated from the available literature45 by dividing maximum skin blood flow at maximum vasodilation
(in cm3/hr) by corresponding tissue volume (in cm3). It
has also been calculated for arm and leg mathematically
for each value of γabis shown in Figure 8a and 8b usingdiscretised form of eq.(2). Maximum mean skin blood
perfusion rate at maximum vasodilation i.e. at γab = 0.35
(for arm) and 0.25(for leg) calculated theoretically is validated using t-test (p > 0.08)(CI-(0.0032, 0.3442)) in arm
and (p > 0.7) (CI-(0.0024, 0.2486)) in leg respectively.
It is observed thatwith increase in γab (for both η),
there is increase in steady state skin surface, mean skin
and subcutaneous tissue temperature profile of contaminated wound. As shown in Figure 2a the arm skin
surface temperature for γab = 0.0(0.05)0.35 is 26.06, 27,
28, 29.08, 30.22, 31.44, 32.73 respectively. Leg skin surface
temperature in Figure 2(b)at γab = 0.0(0.05)0.25 is 28.08,
29.1, 30.2, 31.36, 32.6, and 33.93 respectively. Similarly
mean skin and subcutaneous tissue temperature of arm
and leg can be observed in Figure 3a, 3b, 6a and 6b for
η = 0.01 and 0.05. Increase in temperature with increase
in γab is explained on the basis of vasodilation that could
be achieved (explained in section 2.1) initially by acute
control, followed by long term control depending upon
the metabolic needs of the tissue29. Consequently the
mean of the difference between skin temperature of normal and abnormal tissueTm,diff nor & ab sk, eq increases with
increase in γabFigure 9a and 9b. Maximum temperature
difference at maximum vasodilationfor arm at maximum
γab= 0.35 is 7.6 ± 0.07 (7.53,7.67) and for leg at maximum γab = 0.25 is 5.8 ± 0.08 (5.72, 5.88). Validation of
these results is done on the basis of clinical investigations
of (3). In this study skin temperature data were collected
from legs of the subjects who were non-wounded (group
1), wounded non-infected (group 2a), and wounded
infected (group 2b). In group 2a and 2b only one of the
two legs is wounded (the target site) and the other leg
is treated as equivalent contralateral control site. This
control site in their study is equivalent to the normal tissues in our study, wounded non-infected and wounded
infected are equivalent to clean surgical wound and con-
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taminated surgical wound respectively in our study. The
reported value of mean difference between temperatures
of wounded non-infected and contralateral control site
is 0.383oC ± 0.893oC with confidence interval (-0.51oC,
1.276oC). Our results for clean surgical wound (γab = 0)
at η = 0.01, 0.05 lie very well in the confidence interval.
Similarly, skin temperature difference between infected

Figure 8. Mean blood perfusion rate of abnormal skin ± SD
(calculated theoretically using discretised form of equation
(2)) versus linear coefficient of temperature dependence of
blood perfusion (γab) at η = ν = 0.01in (a) arm and (b) leg.
Results for η = ν = 0.05 are not shown as values at thermal
equilibrium are same.
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wound and contralateral control site, as reported 3ranged
from -0.5oC to 8.7oC with mean 4.43oC ± 2.44oC and
confidence interval (1.99oC, 6.87oC). Our results for difference in temperature of contaminated surgical wound
(γab> 0) and normal tissue of leg lie well in the confidence
interval (1.99oC, 6.87oC). In case of arm our result lies in
the reported range.

Figure 9. Graph between mean skin temperature difference
at thermal equilibrium during inflammation T m, diff nor & ab sk,
± SD and linear coefficient of temperature dependence
eq
of blood perfusion γab in (a) arm and (b) leg at η = ν =
0.01. Results for η = ν = 0.05 are not shown as temperature
differences at thermal equilibrium are same. (T m, diff nor & ab
is calculated for each γab, by taking mean of absolute
sk, eq
difference in corresponding nodal temperature of abnormal
and normal tissue when thermal equilibrium is reached).

Table 2a. Values of physical parameters
Parameter
Subcut.

Value
Dermis

Epidermis

K (Cal/cm/min/ C)

0.023

0.07

o

Value
Arm

Leg

0.07

o

Tb,eff ( C)

34.12

35.30

c (cal/gm/ C)

0.5497

0.8795

0.8795

Tc ( C)

34.12

35.30

ρ (gm/cm3)

0.850

1.085

1.085

E (Cal/cm2/min)

0.007

0

Sbas

0.000832

0.005277

0

ρb (gm/cm )

1.069

1.069

ωo (ml/min/cm )

0.000216

.066 ,.063

0

cb (Cal/gm/ C)

0.8724

0.8724

To ( C)

33.59 , 35.31

o

3

a

o

a

Parameter

b

b

c

c

33.25 , 34.10
b

o

3

o

33.25 , 34.10

c

b

c

at thermo-neutrality, b arm, c leg

Table 2b. Calculated values of parameters used in this study
Parameter

Tissue

Arm

Leg

Parameter

Tissue

Arm

Leg

ωo*
(ml/min/cm3)

Subcut.

0.000108

0.000108

Subcut.

5.6189e-06

4.9874e-06

Dermis

0.033

0.0315

s2
(Cal/cm3/min/oC)

Dermis

4.5627e-05

3.4413e-05

Epider.

0.0

0.0

Epider.

0

0

Subcut.

8.1064e-5

7.1953e-5

Subcut.

5.0

5.3

Dermis

6.5825e-4

4.9647e-4

dermis

5.125

5.425

Epider.

0

0

Epider.

5.15

5.45

-

0.01,0.05

0.01,0.05

-

0.0(.05)0.35

0.0(.05)0.25

s1
(Cal/cm3/min)
η ( = ν)

* at 15o C, ** assumed

12
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Outer radius
(cm)

**

γab
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Again it is noted that skin temperature attained by
arm and leg for γab ≤ 0.30 and 0.20 respectively is less
than 33oC.It is below the appropriate surface temperature
range required for proper healing4.
In this study, mean of maximum blood perfusion
rate calculated theoretically using eq. (2) for γ = 0.35
(arm), 0.25 (leg) at thermal equilibrium comes out to be
0.1737 ± 0.1705 with confidence interval (0.0032, 0.3442)
for arm and 0.1255 ± 0.1231 with confidence interval
(0.0024, 0.2486) for leg. The maximum blood perfusion
rate (0.3231 cm3/hr/cm3 for arm and 0.1435 cm3/hr/cm3
for leg) obtainedby dividing the reported value45 of maximum blood flow at maximum vasodilation of arm (leg)
by the tissue volume of arm (leg) lies in respective confidence interval mentioned above. The mean difference in
temperature of contaminated surgical wound at this maximum blood perfusion rate and the normal tissue lie well
in the range (-0.5oC, 8.7oC) reported by3. This validates
the present study done.
Further it is reported3 that a significant relationship
exist between an increased skin temperature of greater
than 2oC difference and infected wound. From Figure 9a
and 9b it can be seen that for both arm and leg,Tm, diff nor &
greater than 2oC corresponds to γab> 0.1 approxiabs k, eq
mately. But arm skin temperature for 0.1<γab< 0.30 Figure
3(a), 5(a) is less than 33oC, which is below the appropriate
surface temperature range required for proper healing4,5.
Same is the case for leg skin temperature for 0.1<γab< 0.20
Figure 4a and 6a.This information can be used to plan
future medication so that healing is not delayed.
Also the mean blood perfusion rate is shown in
Figure8a and 8b and difference in abnormal and normal
tissue temperature at thermal equilibrium during inflammation Tdiff, eq in Figure 15 (a-c)) is almost same forall η=
0.01, 0.05 (results not shown). This is because once complete vasodilation is attained (no matter with whatever
speed), the blood perfusion rate and thus Tdiff, eqat equilibrium will remain same for fixed γab.

5. Conclusion
Analysis of temperature profiles of normal as well as
abnormal peripheral tissues of human limb undergoing inflammation via hemostasis has been done. A non
linear mathematical model has been developed to simulate skin surface, mean skin and mean subcutaneous
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temperature,mean of difference between normal tissue
temperature and inflamed tissue temperature, and mean
perfusion rate of the peripheral tissues during inflammation are simulated.Results have been validated with the
experimental studies performed. It is concluded that the
effect of vasodilation on thermal variations is modelled
accurately by considering blood perfusion rate dependent linearly on local tissue temperature, approximating
metabolic heat generation rate linearly dependent on
temperature from Van’t Hoff Q10 effect with a sensitivity
coefficient of two and improving upon the values of other
physical parameters as discussed in the paper.
Future work will extend the present one dimensional model to two dimensional model to take into
consideration the anatomy of blood vessels in the core of
peripheral tissues.
This study may help in identifying the difference
between healing and non-healing wounds via thermal
information available from this model. This may also be
useful to biomedical scientists in diagnosis and development of treatment regimen for surgical wounds to prevent
it from turning into a chronic wound.
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